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Abstract

Opposed Jet Burner tools have been used extensively by the authors to measure Flame Strength (FS) of laminar non-premixed H₂–air and simple hydrocarbon (HC)–air counterflow diffusion flames at 1-atm. FS represents a strain-induced extinction limit based on air jet velocity. This paper follows AIAA-2006-5223, and provides new HC–air FSs for global testing of chemical kinetics, and for characterizing “idealized flameholding potentials” during early scramjet-like combustion. Previous FS data included six HCs, pure and N₂-diluted; and three HC-diluted H₂ fuels, where FS decayed very nonlinearly as HC was added to H₂, due to H-atom scavenging. This study presents FSs on mixtures of (candidate surrogate) HCs, some with very high FS ethylene. Included are four binary gaseous systems at 300 K, and a “hot” ternary system at ~ 600 K. The binaries are methane + ethylene, ethane + ethylene, methane + ethane, and methane + propylene. The first three also form two ternary systems. The hot ternary includes both 10.8 and 21.3 mole % vaporized n-heptane and full ranges of methane + ethylene. Normalized FS data provide accurate means of (1) validating, globally, chemical kinetics for extinction of non-premixed flames, and (2) estimating (scaling by HC) the loss of “incipient” flameholding in scramjet combustors. The n-heptane is part of a proposed “baseline simulant” (10 mole % with 30% methane + 60% ethylene) that “mimics” the ignition of endothermically cracked JP-7 “like” kerosene fuel, as suggested by Colket and Spadaccini in 2001 in their shock tube “Scramjet Fuels Autoignition Study.” Presently, we use FS to gauge idealized flameholding, and define HC surrogates. First, FS was characterized for hot n-heptane + methane + ethylene; then a hot 36 mole % methane + 64% ethylene surrogate was defined that mimics FS of the “baseline simulant” system. A similar hot ethane + ethylene surrogate can also be defined, but it has lower vapor pressure at 300 K, and thus exhibits reduced gaseous capacity. The new FS results refine our earlier “idealized reactivity scale” that shows wide ranging (50 x) diameter-normalized FSs for various HCs. These range from JP-10 and methane to H₂–air, which produces an exceptionally strong flame that agrees within ~1% of recent 2-D numerically simulations. Finally, we continue advocating the FS approach as more direct and fundamental, for assessing idealized scramjet flameholding potentials, than measurements of “unstrained” laminar burning velocity or blowout in a Perfectly Stirred Reactor.
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Introduction

For over 40 years, vaporized liquid hydrogen has been used almost exclusively in attempts to realize the potential of (airbreathing) Supersonic Combustion Ramjet (SCRAMJET) propulsion. Although liquid hydrogen is difficult and expensive to use, it has remained the “fuel of choice,” largely because of gaseous hydrogen’s exceptional reactivity at near-atmospheric pressures; in addition, it delivers a high specific impulse, and has a uniquely high capacity for active cooling. Vaporized liquid hydrocarbon (HC) fuels, on the other hand, have been of limited use in hoped-for supersonic airbreathing applications, because they are far less reactive, even though they are obviously much easier to store and handle. Also, endothermic catalytic cracking of HC fuels has been investigated [1-5] to improve both reactivity and cooling capacity. However, difficult and competing performance challenges remain to achieve ignition and robust flameholding-combustion with various fuels in relatively small subsonic cavity flameholders [4-12] – so as to (1) promote rapid initial reaction with sufficient release of radicals and (limited) heat, (2) avoid excessive internal drag and loss of net thrust, and (3) achieve needed “endothermic” heat soak and enhanced fuel reactivity in active cooling channels without the formation and deposition of significant carbon residues [3-6]. Thus thermally- or catalytically-cracked fuel vapor and entrained air must partially mix, diffuse and react long enough in a subsonic cavity to achieve ignition with robust “incipient flameholding,” so as to supply adequate radicals and enthalpy to the overriding supersonic flow, with minimal loss of kinetic energy.

Opposed Jet Burner (OJB) tools have been used extensively by the authors to measure the extinction limits of numerous laminar non-premixed fuel–air Counterflow Diffusion Flames (CFDFs) at one atmosphere [19-30]. Early efforts focused on: The velocity [29] and thermal structure [21,28], and strain-induced extinction of 14 to 100% hydrogen–air CFDFs, summarized in [19]; the efficacy of silane/hydrogen and silane/hydrocarbon mixtures for piloting (without extinction) very high speed combustion [20,26]; and the effects of contaminants in vitiated air from test facilities on H₂–air extinction limits [22-25,27]. The latter effects have been reviewed and used to assess possible differences in “incipient flameholding,” compared to clean air in flight, in the subsonic re-circulating flows of an otherwise supersonic combustor [31,32]. The CFDF studies showed that Flame Strength, FS, defined locally as the laminar maximum average air input velocity, \( U_{\text{air}} \), that sustains combustion of a particular counterflowing jet of gaseous fuel just before extinction, represents a unique and important fuel and air characterization parameter for chemical-kinetic-controlled extinction; and the FS limits effectively apply to “idealized” scramjet flameholding [19,31,32]. Thus measurements of Applied Stress Rate (ASR) at extinction, defined as \( U_{\text{air}} \) normalized by either nozzle or tube diameter, \( D_n \) or \( t \), can be compared directly with numerically simulated laminar extinction limits [28,29,19,33]. Such limits may be evaluated with reasonable accuracy using either a 1-D Navier Stokes stream-function approximation [see 19,30] with detailed transport and finite rate chemistry, or with much greater accuracy using a fully detailed 2-D Navier Stokes numerical simulation [33].

Previous OJB Characterizations that Underlie Present Work

In [36], which followed earlier work [34,35], we presented some key experimental and analytic results that help define the combustion and extinction of gaseous HC–air CFDFs. Since then, refined interpretations of the [36] results, and also newly plotted results, have been introduced to further support the OJB methodology. Because some of these results are especially relevant to the current work, they are detailed in Appendix A, entitled “Supporting Strain Rate Characterizations,” and some key features are summarized below:

1. A plot (see Fig. A1) of Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) data for opposed cold flows of air from large contoured nozzles (\( D_n = 25 \) mm diameter) [44] illustrates that relatively close nozzle separations significantly affect measured axial and radial strain rates at fixed exit flow rates, and also certain strain rate approximations used by other researchers. An expression
defined first in [46] for large diameter matrix type OJBs, and then employed in several later studies (including extinction of n-heptane–air flames), departs significantly (~ 2.4 x high) from a small extrapolation of measured strain rates when the nozzles are very closely spaced \((H/D_n \sim 0.45)\). However, a very early expression [45], \(U_{air}/D_n\), is only about 10% low of the

(1) Ref. [44] measured radial and -1/2 axial strain rates for \(H/D_n \geq 1\), and also (2) 2-D numerically simulated strain rates [33].

(2) The author’s previous extensive ASR extinction results, for \(N_2\)-diluted \(H_2\) vs air using tube-OJBs with parabolic inflows [19] (ASR \(_i = U_{air}/D_i\)), were well characterized (Fig. A6) for wide-ranging tube diameters (1.8 - 10 mm) and \(H_2\) concentrations (20 - 100%). However, quite recently, these \(H_2/N_2\)-air ASR extinction data were found to differ systematically from the entire set of HC–air ASR data, when compared with ASR data from nozzle-OJBs with plug inflows (Fig. A7). This primarily reflects a significant relative difference in diffusion rates, and consequently, the location of the flame zone with respect to the stagnation point (greater for \(H_2\)), where differences in the divergence of the air jet (tube-OJB) alter the local radial strain rate that effectively controls extinction [33].

(3) Two plots of extinction ASRs (Figs. A2 and A3) for all five of the simple gaseous HC-air systems studied, and nearly all the OJB tube sizes used (7 sets, 2.7 – 10 mm), illustrated asymptotic approaches towards effectively constant ASR limits for each fuel as tube diameter increased (relative to flame thickness), and as exit Reynolds number increased.

(4) A series of HC-air extinction results for \(N_2\)-diluted ethylene vs air (Fig. A4), from a “flowfield-standardized” contoured-Pyrex nozzle-OJB (7.2 mm), characterized a three-fold increase in FS as \(N_2\) dilution diminished from 80% to 20%, and was followed by an asymptotic approach to steady state FS for pure \(C_2H_4\). Also, the same system was used to characterize the dynamic response of five gaseous HC-air systems [37-40], in which steady plus oscillatory velocity inputs caused unique and systematically decreasing extents of Dynamic Flame Weakening (for each fuel), at frequencies from 8 to 200 Hz. Notably, from 300 to 1600 Hz (limit of the study), weakening due to lagging diffusion response of the flame was negligible, as flames became totally insensitive to oscillatory inputs. Similar (proportional) Dynamic Flame Weakening effects should be expected for tube OJBs.

(5) Notably, extinction limits for all the \(N_2\)-diluted \(H_2\) and HC systems investigated showed asymptotic approaches to nearly constant FSs as pure fuel was approached. Thus extinction limits were essentially unaffected by increasing fuel diffusion rates to the (generally) airside flames, and hence extinctions were controlled primarily by chemical kinetic rates.

(6) The collective extinction results for gaseous HCs were illustrated on a so-called “Idealized Flameholding Scale,” consisting of ASR \(_i\) from nozzle-OJBs plotted versus ASR \(_i\) from tube-OJBs. This scaling approach illustrated (updated later in Fig. 6) the relatively large effect (2.5 x) of differing axial velocity inflow profiles (plug vs parabolic) on ASRs for the various HC fuels, while exhibiting mutual linear proportionality to wide-ranging fuel oxidation rates.

(7) The FSs of \(N_2\)-diluted vaporized n-heptane and JP-7 mixtures vs air (Fig. A5) also exhibited the same kinetically limited (asymptotic) response as did the normally gaseous HCs. In addition, the n-heptane data compared favorably with published extinction results (available up to a 26 mole % limit) when the published data, obtained at relatively small gaps, were appropriately corrected [36], based on Rolon’s LDA strain rate characterizations [44].

(8) A series of four figures illustrated the strong negative effects on FSs of using methane, propane, and ethylene HCs to dilute \(H_2\) (and “scavenge” H-atoms), compared to the negligible effects of \(N_2\) dilution on FSs at high \(H_2\) concentrations (say, 80% – 100%). These plots also showed essentially negligible effects on FS of \(H_2\) addition to HCs at low \(H_2\) concentrations (say, 0 – 20%).
The comprehensive “Idealized Flameholding Scale” (updated later in Fig. 7), that included most of the various ASR results discussed above, showed a factor of 50 applied for pure H\textsubscript{2} compared to pure JP-10, and clearly illustrated that reactions of HCs (most likely) with H-atoms in mixed H\textsubscript{2} + HC systems produced large decreases in flame strength.

In summary, [36] provided extensive fundamental OJB extinction data and analyses that helped better define the effects of input temperature, barometric pressure and jet diameter, and inflow Reynolds number and velocity profile (plug vs parabolic inflows) on FSS and ASRS, for the global testing of detailed chemical kinetic models for HC fuels. It also produced a refined characterization of “idealized flameholding potentials” that apply over a very wide-ranging scale of limiting fuel reactivity (extinction) caused by highly strained aerodynamic flows under well-defined conditions. Thus the FS and ASR approach to the assessment of “incipient” flameholding limits in practical HC-air systems at ~ 1 atm was devised as a useful and convenient basis for assessing the loss of non-premixed idealized, incipient flameholding in more complex scramjet combustors.

Finally, although [36] included FS results for six single-component hydrocarbon (HC) fuels, their nitrogen-diluted counterparts, and three HC-diluted H\textsubscript{2} fuels that showed very nonlinear decays in FS as HC was added, no binary mixtures of simple HCs were studied to identify possible nonlinear interactions. Thus, in the face of increasing interest in HCs, both pure and mixed, and especially ethylene due to its high FS reactivity (and apparent potential as a scramjet fuel component—described below), we considered it important to explore wide-ranging mixtures of various HCs with ethylene—which may behave nonlinearly (due, e.g., to H-atom playing a significant role).

New Results in the Present Paper

This paper presents new and comprehensive Flame Strength results on six mixed HC systems. These include four binary gaseous HC systems and two ternary vaporized HC systems. The binary systems consist of methane + ethylene, ethane + ethylene, methane + ethane, and methane + propylene. The ternary systems include both 10.8 and 21.3 mole % vaporized n-heptane (a “gold standard” among liquid fuels) and respective full ranges of methane + ethylene variation. Four major purposes are served: (1) The normalized data from these HC mixtures provide sensitive and accurate means of validating, globally, complete (and reduced) chemical kinetic mechanisms at the peak (flame core) temperatures corresponding to non-premixed flame extinction, and at the moderately elevated fuel inflow temperatures used in several cases; (2) The experimental FS and ASR scaling, in combination with refined and appropriately validated reduced kinetic mechanisms, may be used to help assess (approximate) the loss of “incipient” flameholding in scramjet combustors when both pure and mixed HC fuels are used; (3) The results provide direct means of defining simple (e.g., binary) gaseous surrogate fuel mixtures that accurately mimic the flame strength of more complex mixtures. Such surrogates may allow substitutional bypassing of complex vaporization and catalytic cracking systems when scramjet combustion operability is the major goal. Also, surrogate mixtures may offer important additional test flexibility and research value by allowing a straightforward and well-defined means of systematically varying fuel reactivity, as a means of mapping the limits of robust and weak flameholding; and (4), perhaps most importantly, this paper focuses particularly on defining simple gaseous surrogate fuel mixtures that can mimic the flameholding behavior of an endothermically cracked JP-7 “like” kerosene fuel. More specifically, in addition to the fact that n-heptane is a “gold standard” of liquid HC fuels, it is also the minor component of a surrogate fuel that has been proposed [6] to mimic the ignition behavior of an endothermically cracked JP “like” kerosene fuel. The composition of a suitable “baseline simulant” (10 mole % n-heptane, 30% methane, 60% ethylene) was deduced and recommended by Colket and Spadaccini, based partly on detailed experimental shock tube data in their “Scramjet Fuels Autoignition Study” [6]. Thus, consistent with our proposed use of FS to gauge idealized scramjet flameholding limits, we focus particularly on characterizing FSSs of the entire n-heptane + methane + ethylene system; and comparable FSSs of the ternary ethane + methane + ethylene system, the binary methane + ethylene system (preferred candidate for high pressure storage), and the binary ethane +
ethylene system (which has nearly constant molecular weight), as surrogate candidates for mimicking the "essential" flameholding behavior of an endothermic catalytically-cracked JP-7 "like" fuel.

**Experimental**

Schematics, with detailed descriptions, are given for the nozzle-OJB system used (vertical orientation with a passive Oscillatory-inflow delivery), Fig. 1a; a recent horizontal tube-OJB system, Fig. 1b; and the liquid HC vaporizer-accumulator-OJB system, Fig. 1c. All three systems depict the use of convergent Pyrex nozzles, and long nickel or stainless steel tubes (50 to 100 diameters), of the same size and type. No guard flows were used (or seemed to be needed) at the typical flow rates employed for extinction of thin disk-shaped flames. Although horizontal configurations sometimes show a slight flame asymmetry due to buoyancy (but negligible differences in results) [26], they favor formation of resultant ring-shaped flames, and thus allow measurements of flame restoration, which approximate a slightly strained laminar burning velocity (discussed below). Each ceramic fiberboard combustion box had Pyrex windows, and a porous sintered metal plate over the top. Nitrogen (or argon) entering through diffuser-jets at the bottom of each box reduced extraneous combustion outside the central impingement region, and thus minimized adverse buoyancy and visibility effects. Fuel and air component flows were hand-controlled with micrometer valves, and measured by mass flow meters calibrated for air at 0 °C and 1 atm. Vendor-published mass flow meter correction factors (either measured relative to air or evaluated as ratios of heat capacities) were used for calculating mole fractions of HC mixtures involving ethane, propane, butane and propylene. Similar published factors for methane and ethylene were found in significant error, and were thus evaluated independently in a series of carefully controlled experiments (discussed later).

To attain extinction (blowoff) of a stabilized gaseous fuel–air disk flame, the fuel flow rate was gradually increased (or, for N₂ diluted fuels, fixed at a target rate as N₂ diluent was increased); simultaneously, the airflow was gradually increased, so the flame was always centered and free-floating (fully responsive to small differential changes in flow rates). Upon sudden blowoff, a ring-shaped (torus) flame sometimes stabilized. After mass flows of each component were recorded, gradual flow reductions led to slow closure of the ring flame, and eventually, to sudden disk restoration (see [19] for a summary of the author's earlier CFDF restore results, and [50] for a very recent detailed study). Extinction data were almost always obtained in duplicate, and were sometimes replicated 10 or more times, especially in the case of heated / vaporized liquid fuels. Here, premixed (with N₂, or one or two gaseous HCs) vaporized-HC flows from the pressurized accumulator system, Fig. 1c, were simply varied in tandem with flows of air to achieve extinction. Similar procedures applied for mixed gaseous H₂/HC–air and HC₁/HC₂–air systems, in that H₂ or one HC diluent / reactant was fixed while the other was gradually increased in tandem with air to achieve extinction.

Reported exit cross-section-average jet velocities, \( U_{air} \) and \( U_{fuel} \), are calculated from measured component mass flow rates, flow meter calibration factors for each gas, and carefully measured nozzle or tube exit diameters. Mass flow meter calibrations of airflow rates are referenced to 0 °C and 1-atm, but are then corrected to 300 K (ideal gas law) and 1-atm [36]. Corresponding \( Re_{air} \) based on diameter were generally less than 1500, but considerably lower values were avoided; especially because flames can become excessively thick when vertical, and also non-axisymmetric when horizontal, due to buoyancy. Radiation effects were considered negligible at the relatively high strain rates used.

The matched tube-OJBs (7.56 mm diameter mostly, but ranging 2.7 to 10.0 mm in previous studies) were mounted horizontally. The 7.2 mm Pyrex nozzles were mounted vertically, with both elements insulated to reduce heating of the inflowing gases.
The 7.5 mm tube- and 7.2 mm nozzle-OJBs were spaced 1.7 to 2 exit-diameters apart (note, the extinction limits are exceptionally independent of jet separation distance beyond one diameter, and sometimes up to 4 diameters [19]). For measurements with H₂, both the 2.7 and 2.91 mm OJB's were 7 mm apart to ensure free-floating finite-thickness flames, free of significant flame attachment / anchoring effects. Flow rates were generally high enough that buoyancy and OJB orientation effects on flame extinction appeared negligible [19,36] whenever data were recorded. Vaporized-HC fuel mixtures flowed through the electrically heated vaporizer and accumulator tanks and tubes with thermocouple monitoring (see Fig. 1c), before entering the OJB combustion chamber, so these fuels were heated up to ~ 600 K to prevent condensation.

Several checks were also made on possible temperature–time degradation effects on HCs. The checks included propane–air ASR extinction limits, using 300 K air and unheated propane (101.4 1/s at 300 K); rapidly heated propane (105.2 1/s for ≤ 0.1 hr at 600 K), and long-term-heated propane (104.4 1/s for ~ 2 hr at 600 K). These results show a small increase in ASR due to heating (3.8% ave), and a negligible difference (~ 1.5%) that might be ascribed to possible decomposition effects (short- vs long-term “cooking”) [36]. Similar checks on possible degradation were conducted on both ethylene and methane, with similar results (described later).

Errors in extinction limits stemmed from various sources. In earlier studies of the H₂–air system, absolute strain rates at extinction (not density weighted) were predicted (1-D) to vary linearly with input temperature, up to ~ 600 K [41,42], and absolute ASRs for heated H₂–air, using a 2.7 mm tube-OJB, were found to vary “nearly” linearly (e.g., with only a 14% excess increase in density-weighted ASR from 300 to 600 K [43]). Thus direct measurements of mass flow rates effectively negated most effects of variable jet temperature on absolute jet velocity, via the ideal gas law. This led to significant reduction of data scatter, especially when input heating was required. Atmospheric pressure variations caused small variations of $U_{\text{air}}$ extinction limits that were generally ignored and averaged-out during earlier hydrogen studies [19], but more recent HC and H₂ data were corrected [36] by applying a dimensionless pressure ratio of $(1/P)^{1/3}$. Calculated (density-weighted) jet exit velocities at standard conditions varied inversely as the square of measured $D$, and ASRs varied as $D^{-3}$. Finally, un-reconciled small differences between data sets were due to earlier unmeasured variations in atmospheric pressure; differences in centering flames; daily jet realignment; sporadic but generally small mass flow meter drift; periodic mass flow meter calibrations; small transient cooling / heating flow response effects in flow meters; and differences in the spatial distribution and flow rates of argon or nitrogen purge flows in the combustion box.

Finally, because jet-edge velocity-mismatch and resultant bath gas entrainment / diffusion effects were incipient and evident at high H₂ concentrations with the 2.7 mm nozzle-OJB [19], and also the flame thickness at extinction was as large as ~ 1/3 $D$, the greatest uncertainty and non-ideality in our previous H₂–“clean air” extinction studies [19] is now believed to be associated with the 2.7 mm Pyrex nozzle-OJB. On the other hand, the 2.7 and 2.9 mm tube-OJBs performed much more ideally due to the lack of significant “velocity-mismatch” at each jet’s edge.

In summary, a relatively ideal and well characterized 7.56 mm tube-OJB (and 7.2 mm nozzle-OJB) were the primary tools used for assessing strain-induced extinction limits of gaseous and vaporized-liquid HC–air CFDFs in the present study.

Results and Discussion

OJB-Extinction “Flameholding Scale” for Pure and Mixed Gaseous HCs

Fig. 2 shows newly acquired Applied Stress Rate (ASR) data at extinction, for binary methane + ethylene fuel mixtures vs air, using a 7.56 mm Tube-OJB at 1 atm, with 300 K inputs.
Flame extinction occurred at each data point, and thus the data fit marks an ASR boundary beyond which flame cannot exist. The depicted ethylene mole fractions in the fuel were calculated using newly evaluated mass flowmeter correction factors, derived from more than two-dozen independent flow measurements. The relatively mild nonlinearity in Fig. 2 is reminiscent of much larger nonlinearities seen earlier [36] in the HC + H₂ systems, in that it may also reflect a degree of scavenging of H-atoms from ethylene decomposition by HCs stemming from methane.

More concrete chemical explanations of the system response must await the application of refined global chemical kinetic formulations, in which detailed sensitivity and reaction path analyses, followed by numerical simulations of OJB extinction, attempt to match pure-HC ASRs (and eventually their nonlinear trends with mole fraction), as recently reported for methane-air and ethylene-air in [51]. Such considerations also apply in far more complex fuel systems, in which the detailed chemical kinetics are sometimes extremely complicated [13-18], and where kinetics and diffusion often play critical and competing roles [17,18].

Fig. 3 shows comparable ASR data for the ethane + ethylene system, which exhibits an even milder nonlinearity with mole fraction ethylene. Notably, ethane has a higher FS than methane; a lower vapor pressure at ambient temperature; and approximately the same molecular weight as ethylene (30 vs 28). All three of these properties may conceivably be important in selecting a binary gaseous surrogate-FS composition.

Fig. 4 shows ASR data for the methane + ethane system, which exhibits highly linear behavior with mole fraction ethane. This suggests the flameholding-combustion of each (similar) HC proceeds as if the HCs behave independently, and in proportion to their molecular abundance. However, it remains to be confirmed through detailed 1-D CFDF numerical modeling whether this linearity, or the nonlinearities shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for mixtures with "highly reactive" ethylene, can be rationalized.

Note the above three systems in Figs. 2 through 4 constitute a simple ternary system that can be completely characterized, analytically, without the need for additional ternary-mapping data if a relatively simple and reasonable assumption is made. That is, the linearity in Fig. 4 (for zero ethylene) is also assumed to hold for all sets of mixtures in which ethylene mole fraction is constant. Thus an analytic surface can be (and has been) constructed consisting of an infinite number of straight lines that connect the respective parabolic fits of methane + ethylene, and the ethane + ethylene systems, on lines of constant ethylene mole fraction.

Fig. 5 shows ASR data for the methane + propylene system, which also exhibits highly linear behavior with mole fraction propylene. These data are somewhat surprising in two respects. First, the ASR for 300 K propylene–air at extinction (107 1/s) is about 2x lower compared to 300 K ethylene (212 1/s); and second, the mixed fuel system behaves linearly with mole fraction.

Fig. 6 adds a new gas to the earlier correlation [36] for all the pure gaseous HCs at 300 K, and shows resultant OJB-extinction-limits for six HCs on a linear, “Idealized Flameholding Scale.” These ASRs were obtained using the 7.2 mm convergent Pyrex nozzle-OJB and a 7.5 mm straight tube-OJB (except for two sets of methane–air data from a 5.1 mm Pyrex nozzle and a 5.0 mm tube). Note many of the results (including ethylene) stem from averaged multiple-entry determinations. Also, care was taken that both nozzle and tube data were taken at approximately the same time, to minimize effects of air mass flowmeter drift; note, for example, the tube (and nozzle) data for the ethane point are slightly lower than tube data obtained a year later, as shown in Figs 3 and 4. Ethylene exhibits by far the highest Flame Strength (ASR) of any HC tested.

Finally, note the highly linear correlation of averaged data in Fig. 6 that shows ASR(\text{nozzle, w/plug inflow}) = 2.51 ASR(\text{tube, w/parabolic inflow}). The same ratio (2.5) coincides nearly exactly with: (1) respective axial and radial SR ratios, for parabolic / plug profiles with identical cold mass inflows, from a 2-D numerical simulation [33]; (2) axial parabolic / plug SR ratios derived for extinctions of H₂–air CFDFs, using the same 2-D numerical simulation [33]; and (3) a recently revised analysis [GLP manuscript in preparation] of earlier LDV and PIV measurements [29,19] of
respective axial strain rates, for equal (cross-section-average) \( U_{\text{air}} \) inflows just upstream of \( \text{H}_2/\text{N}_2-\text{air} \) CFDFs, using respective 7.5 mm tube- and 7.2 mm nozzle-OJBs. In conclusion, the measured ratio (2.5) of respective OJB nozzle- vs tube-derived ASRs for gaseous HCs is entirely consistent with both numerically-derived and measured SR ratios.

**Comprehensive “Idealized Flameholding Scale” for HCs, H\(_2\) and Mixtures**

Fig. 7 now extends the linear “Idealized Flameholding Scale” of Fig. 6, by summarizing extinction ASRs for all the pure gases (but no mixtures), some \( \text{N}_2\)-diluted HC fuels, and the previously discussed \( \text{H}_2\)-air, and \( \text{H}_2/\text{HC} \)-air systems, where the ASRs represent respective FSs normalized by nozzle or tube diameter, \( D_n \) or \( t \). The three sets of pure- and nitrogen-diluted vaporized-HC FS data from Fig. A5, for 100% JP-10-\( \text{air} \), and both pure and nitrogen-diluted JP-7 and \( n \)-heptane vs air, were obtained in [34,35], and the mole fractions for \( \text{N}_2\)-diluted mixtures were slightly revised in [36].

Thus, Fig. 7 shows a 50-fold range of normalized ASR’s for various “pure” vaporized-liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons, including, in ascending order: JP-10, methane, JP-7, \( n \)-heptane, \( n \)-butane, propane, propylene, ethane, and ethylene. Pure hydrogen produces a unique and exceptionally strong flame at the extreme upper end of the flameholding scale (see also Fig. A6). Both \( \text{H}_2 \) data points (averaged from previous 2.7 mm Pyrex nozzle- and 2.7 mm tube-OJB data, and also obtained from a recent 2.91 mm tube-OJB) agree within about 1% of Hwang’s recent 2-D numerically simulated ASRs for \( \text{H}_2 \)-air extinction, for a 3 mm tube-OJB configuration with appropriate guard flows and disk-shaped boundary conditions [33]. For all the data points marked with a pound sign (#), measurements made with tube-OJBs were plotted on a least-squares fit of all the gaseous HC data and the data for pure \( \text{H}_2 \) described above. Although the linear slope increased from 2.51 to 2.73 due to addition of pure \( \text{H}_2 \) data, the former slope (2.51) is now considered most appropriate for HC CFDFs. This is primarily due to the newly-recognized effect of a downstream shift in the average HC flame location, on the airside, relative to that for hydrogen, as described earlier.

Based on the above FS and ASR characterizations, including the 50 \( \times \) range of linear reactivity between JP-10 and \( \text{H}_2 \) exhibited on the (logarithmic) “Idealized” flameholding scale of Fig. 7, we reiterate the conclusion of [36] that respective nozzle- and tube-inflow experimental ASRs, and ratios of ASRs for various “pure” hydrocarbons and hydrogen, effectively represent global chemical kinetic limits. And, as such, the ASRs provide absolute and relative tests of the validity of reduced chemical kinetic models, when applied at the appropriate pressures (and consequent peak flame core temperatures) of extinction.

**Extinction Results for Hot (600 K) Ternary Methane + Ethylene + \( n \)-Heptane Mixtures**

Fig. 8 shows a “higher fuel temperature” version of the Fig. 2 ASR data at extinction, for binary methane + ethylene fuel mixtures vs air, using a 7.56 mm Tube-OJB at 1 atm, with 300 K air inputs and fuel inputs at \( \geq 600 \) K. This “hot” version was obtained after both pure methane and pure ethylene charges were heated to \( \geq 600 \) K for \( \geq 1 \) hr, at \( \sim 70 \) psia, to obtain high temperature ASR data at each extreme (described below). Then, the Fig. 2 data were temperature-corrected by applying resultant linear (interpolated) factors to the ASR results at intermediate mole fractions.

The high temperature extinction measurements for both methane and ethylene were obtained after the respective fuels were heated to \( \geq 600 \) K for \( \geq 1 \) hr, to obtain “cooked fuel” ASRs at the same elevated temperatures used to vaporize liquid fuels. Subsequently, additional experiments were conducted to directly assess possible thermal and HC-decomposition effects on ASRs. Thus repetitive FS measurements were obtained from “cooked” fuel (designated \( \geq 1.0 \) hr at \( \geq 600 \) K), as the 10.6 L hot vaporizer-accumulator system was brought down from \( \sim 70 \) psia to \( \sim 15 \) psia. Then, fresh gaseous fuel was introduced to the hot system to raise the pressure back to \( \sim 30 \) psig, and fresh fuel flow was maintained while a second repetitive series of extinction
measurements was obtained, designated ~ 0.1 hr at ≥ 600 K. Finally, e.g. the next day, “cold 300 K fuel” was used to produce an independent 300 K baseline that could be compared with the hot measurements. Thus respective averages were determined for “cooked,” “rapidly-heated,” and “cold” fuels to assess the respective absolute and relative effects on FS and ASR.

The respective ASRs (1/s) obtained for methane are: 80.9 ± 0.6 for > 1 hr at 630 K; 81.0 ± 0.6 for ~ 0.1 hr at 630 K; and 80.4 ± 0.4 at 300 K. (Bold notation is used to highlight the main results.) These ASRs show a negligible effect of both temperature and heating time in our system, which is characterized by a very low average surface to volume ratio, compared to flow in typical small tubes. In fact, the results closely resemble the previously discussed results for propane [34,35] that were: 104.4 ± 1.1 for > 1 hr at 600 K; 105.2 ± 0.4 for ~ 0.1 hr at 600 K; and 101.4 at 300 K. Finally, the respective ASRs (1/s) for ethylene are: 228.4 ± 1.5 for > 1 hr at 620 K; 226.1 ± 0.7 for ~ 0.1 hr at 640 K; and 211.3 ± 5.9 at 300 K. These show negligible difference between cooked and rapidly heated ethylene, but together they average about 7.5 % higher than for cold ethylene. As indicated earlier, the above “hot” ASRs for methane and ethylene were used to correct the cold ASR data in Fig. 2 to hot ASRs in Fig. 8.

Fig. 9 shows ASRs at extinction for ~ 600 K ternary mixtures of 10.8 ± 0.3 mole % n-heptane + methane + ethylene vs 300 K air. Note the datum point that characterizes an ASR corresponding to Colket and Spadaccini’s simulated endothermically-cracked JP-7 “like” kerosene, as derived from their shock tube ignition studies at ~ 6-8 atm [6]. The degree of nonlinearity observed in Fig. 9 is very similar to that in Fig. 8, but it has a larger ASR intercept for 90% methane, and a lower ASR intercept for 90% ethylene. Both findings are consistent with the ASR for pure n-heptane in Fig. A5 and Fig. 7, and relative ASRs for pure methane and ethylene. However, careful chemical kinetic modeling is clearly needed on the ternary system, once the binary gaseous system has been successfully characterized.

Fig. 10 shows ASRs at extinction for similarly hot ternary mixtures of 21.3 ± 0.5 mole % n-heptane + methane + ethylene vs 300 K air. The data trends are an unremarkable extension of Figs. 8 and 9, but they enable a more comprehensive and accurate fit of the ternary system.

Fig. 11 shows ASRs at extinction for hot binary mixtures of n-heptane + ethylene vs 300 K air. The data fit provides a zero-methane baseline for the hot ternary system. Note the results from three different tests (described above) for pure ethylene, used to assess possible thermal and ethylene-decomposition effects on ASR at elevated fuel input temperatures (~ 630 K).

Fig. 12 shows ASRs at extinction for hot binary mixtures of + n-heptane + methane vs 300 K air, which provides a zero-ethylene baseline for the hot ternary system. Although these data are less extensive at intermediate concentrations, the ASR difference spanned is not great. Note the results from three different tests (described above) for pure methane, to assess possible thermal and methane-decomposition effects on ASR at elevated fuel input temperatures (~ 630 K).

Fits of Hot Methane + Ethylene + n-Heptane System, and Definition of Surrogate Fuels

The above five sets of ASR extinction data in Figs. 8-12, that apply to the hot (600 K) ternary system of methane + ethylene + n-heptane, are now analyzed to produce (four slightly different) analytic polynomial fits that apply (sometimes with extrapolation) over the entire range of fuel compositions. Thus, respective ASRs are first calculated that correspond to the Colket and Spadaccini “reformed fuel” or “baseline simulant” composition (10 mole % n-heptane with 30% methane + 60% ethylene) that was proposed [6] to “mimic” the ignition behavior of endothermically cracked JP-7 “like” kerosene fuel. Then, respective ASRs for the above ternary system are used to deduce the composition of hot binary methane + ethylene surrogates that exhibit identical ASRs in each case, as follows.
First, for the most inclusive “basic” fit, the three “boundary” sub-systems in Figs. 8, 11, and 12 are used to generate an ASR surface. These bound the basic ternary system to be characterized analytically (as before, e.g., with methane + ethylene + ethane), without the need for additional ternary-mapping data if a relatively simple and reasonable assumption is made. That is, the effective linearity in Fig. 12 (for zero ethylene) is also assumed to apply for all possible sets of mixtures in which ethylene mole fraction is constant. Thus a continuous surface is generated consisting of an infinite number of straight lines that connect respective parabolic fits of the hot methane + ethylene and the hot n-heptane + ethylene systems, along lines of constant ethylene mole fraction.

The “first” analytic surface solution was bounded by parabolic fits of data in which n-heptane mole fraction, \( X(H) \), varied between 0 & 1.0. A second surface was similarly derived, but was bounded by \( X(H) \) between \( 0.108 \) & 1.00. A third surface was bounded by \( X(H) \) between \( 0.108 \) & 0.213, and a fourth was bounded by \( X(H) \) between 0 & 0.213. Next, respective analytic fits of the bounded ASR data were solved to deduce ASRs corresponding to the Colket and Spadaccini “baseline simulant” composition (10 mole % n-heptane with 30% methane + 60% ethylene). Finally, equivalent ethylene mole fractions were calculated for each ASR to represent binary hot mixtures of methane + ethylene that exhibit ASRs identical to calculated ASRs for the ternary system.

The calculated ASRs for the hot ternary system are summarized in Table 1, under Cases 1-4, along with respective calculated ethylene mole fractions for equivalent binary hot mixtures of methane + ethylene.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Number:</th>
<th>Calc. ASR for hot 60 mole % ( \text{C}_2\text{H}_4 ) + 30% ( \text{CH}_4 ) + 10% n-Heptane, 1/s</th>
<th>Calc. ( \text{C}_2\text{H}_4 ) mole fraction for equivalent hot ( \text{CH}_4 ) + ( \text{C}_2\text{H}_4 ) mix</th>
<th>Respective parabolic fits used; bounded (defined) by average ( n )-Heptane mole fraction limits of:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>154.03</td>
<td>0.6026</td>
<td>0 &amp; 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>159.89</td>
<td>0.6383</td>
<td>0.108 &amp; 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>160.18</td>
<td>0.6400</td>
<td>0.108 &amp; 0.213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>153.00</td>
<td>0.6024</td>
<td>0 &amp; 0.213</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The calculated ASRs for the hot ternary system are summarized in Table 1, under Cases 1-4, along with respective calculated ethylene mole fractions for equivalent binary hot mixtures of methane + ethylene.

Notably, the respective solutions bounded on the left by zero \( n \)-heptane (Cases 1 and 4) produce nearly the same results, regardless of the right \( n \)-heptane boundary used (1.00 or 0.213). However, because the desired fuel surrogate composition that best mimics the ASR of a 10.00% \( n \)-heptane mixture is so close to the data set for 10.80% \( n \)-heptane (8 points), and lies just to the left of those data, Cases 2 and 3 are considered closest to a “best” recommendation of 64% ethylene + 36% methane, for an ASR of 160 1/s. A simple inspection of Figs. 9 and 8 confirms this finding.
Planned Fuel Cracking Studies Related to the Present Surrogate

Presently, the authors are setting up an isothermal-decomposition sub-system to process (and crack) hot mixtures just before they flow to the OJB, so we can begin addressing the question "what actually is the achievable Flame Strength of a cracked JP-7?" Note, from the measured ASR = 93 1/s for "pure" JP-7, that the 160 1/s surrogate represents a 70% increase in ASR for a "cracked" JP-7; this compares with 227 1/s for pure ethylene (all fuels at 600 K). Whether or not it is possible to gain that much Flame Strength by cracking without coking is an important question to be determined! Finally, if the 160 1/s appears impractical, it is always possible to "ratchet down" the Flame Strength scale.

Comparison of Flame Strengths with Laminar Burning Velocities

Fig. 14 compares ASRs for the gaseous-HC extinction limits, from the 7.5 mm tube-OJB, with recently surveyed / published unstrained laminar burning velocity, \( S_{L,0} \), measurements \([48,49]\) at an equivalence ratio of unity (\( \phi = 1 \)). And, Fig. 15 extends the ASR results of Fig. 14 to include 100% \( \text{H}_2 \). Clearly, the ASRs reflect considerably more sensitivity to changes in fuel molecular size, type and reactivity than the \( S_{L,0} \) data. In Fig. 14, a linear fit of the ASR vs \( S_{L,0} \) data leads to a slope of 3.64, which appears inappropriately small for the (four lowest) saturated HCs. And in Fig. 15, a power-law fit of the gaseous-HC + \( \text{H}_2 \) data seems to represent the only available simple fit of the data. In this case a power-law exponent of 1.87 fits the entire data set quite well, and demonstrates a "strong apparent dependence" of ASR on a "relatively slowly changing" \( S_{L,0} \). In conclusion, unstrained laminar burning velocity changes only weakly against (highly strain-rate-sensitive) Flame Strength variations. Thus burning velocity appears to be a relatively insensitive and probably unsatisfactory measure of fuel reactivity changes for use in assessing "idealized" strain-rate-sensitive flameholding at atmospheric pressure.

Summary and Conclusions

This paper presents new experimental Opposed Jet Burner (OJB) laminar Flame Strength (FS) and Applied Stress Rate (ASR) extinction results for four binary gaseous HC systems that include two ternary gaseous HC systems, and a multi-part ternary system with vaporized \( n \)-heptane. The results were obtained under idealized experimental conditions that should allow very close comparisons with the results of detailed 2-D numerical simulations, as global tests of proposed chemical kinetic models at 1-atm.

The paper first reviews and summarizes the normalization of FSs of \( \text{N}_2 \)-diluted \( \text{H}_2 \) and gaseous HC systems to account for the effects of temperature, pressure, jet diameter, inflow Reynolds number, inflow velocity profile (plug, contoured nozzle; parabolic, straight tube) and fuel composition. Through comparisons with several earlier OJB characterizations, normalized results exemplify a sensitive accurate means of validating, globally, complete and reduced chemical kinetic models at the relatively low temperatures that govern the loss of non-premixed "idealized" flameholding at near-atmospheric pressure, e.g., in scramjet combustors.

Laminar FS is defined locally as maximum (exit) cross-section-average air input velocity, \( U_{air} \), that sustains combustion of a counter flowing jet of gaseous fuel just before extinction. It uniquely characterizes a fuel combustion limit. And ASR at extinction (\( U_{air} \) at extinction normalized by nozzle or tube diameter, \( D_{n,air} \), and sometimes referred to as global strain rate) can be compared directly with computed extinction limits, determined using either a 1-D Navier Stokes stream-function solution, using detailed transport and finite rate chemistry, or more accurately, a detailed 2-D Navier Stokes numerical simulation.
The experimental results refine a previous "idealized flameholding reactivity scale" that shows wide ranging (50 x) normalized-FSs (ASRs at extinction) for various vaporized-liquid and gaseous HCs, including, in ascending order: JP-10, methane, JP-7, n-heptane, n-butane, propane, propylene, ethane, and ethylene. Results from H₂-air produce a unique and exceptionally strong flame that now agree within about 1% of a recent 2-D numerically simulated FS for a 3 mm tube-OJB. Thus we suggest that experimental FSs and/or FS ratios, for various neat and blended HCs with and without additives, offer accurate global tests of chemical kinetic models at the temperatures and pressures of extinction.

Five sets of ASR data representing the hot (600 K) ternary system of methane + ethylene + n-heptane were analyzed comprehensively, using algebraic combinations of least-squares data fits. First, a "best fitting" experimental value of ASR = 160 1/s corresponded to the hot "baseline simulant" (or "reformed fuel") composition (10 mole % n-heptane + 30% methane + 60% ethylene) that was originally proposed by Colket and Spadaccini [6] to "mimic" the ignition behavior of an endothermically cracked JP-7 "like" kerosene fuel. Second, it was algebraically determined that a hot binary "FS surrogate" system of 36% methane + 64% ethylene has an identical ASR of 160 1/s. A similar determination can be made for a binary ethane + ethylene surrogate that has a nearly constant molecular weight. However, this system has a significantly lower vapor pressure at 300 K than the methane + ethylene system, and thus, e.g., considerably less gaseous surrogate could be stored in a pressurized bottle of fixed volume.

We continue advocating the Flame Strength approach as a more fundamental and meaningful measurement, for assessing idealized scramjet flameholding potentials, than laminar burning velocity or blowout in a Perfectly Stirred Reactor. This is because the latter characterize premixed combustion in the absence of aerodynamic strain, and FS directly measures a chemical-kinetic-controlled strain-rate-sensitive limit of non-premixed combustion at typical flameholding temperatures. Thus it approximately mimics an idealization of conditions where gaseous fuels are injected into a subsonic flameholding recirculation zone, in which air captured from an upstream inlet system is mixed with the fuel, and the effects of local aerodynamic strain and associated multi-component diffusion on incipient flameholding-combustion are still important.

Based on the above results, we continue advocating that a remotely operated OJB system be developed to achieve real-time (e.g., 1 minute) characterizations of the idealized flameholding potential (FS / ASR) of high-T, high-pressure, multi-component, vaporized-hydrocarbon fuels being used for scramjet testing. This is mainly due to the likelihood of wide variations in fuel composition from test to test. OJB extinction data should also be obtained and compared with other reference sources of vaporized and cracked HCs, e.g., fuels processed by idealized bench-top vaporizer / catalytic cracking systems, or fuels captured by "freezing" the composition of cracked vaporized (superfluid) HCs from other prototype heater / vaporizer / catalytic-cracking systems. Thus we suggest that measurements of FS could be, and should be, a key routine HC fuel characterization parameter for any scramjet combustor test. Similar logic may be applied to the development of any complex surrogate HC fuel mixture, such that its measured FS mimics that of a typical uncracked- or cracked fuel, and its FS can, in principal, be numerically simulated using available chemical kinetics and a detailed OJB code.
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Appendix A – Supporting Strain Rate Characterizations

Measured and Estimated Strain Rates for Cold Opposed Flows

Fig. A1 shows our earlier comparisons [36] of Rolon’s LDA-measured strain rates (SRs), for varying separations of twin 25 mm contoured nozzles, and fixed flows of air vs air with balanced axial jet momentum flux [44]. Both the measured radial SR, and $- \frac{1}{2}$ the measured axial SR are shown as a function of nozzle separation, $H$. In addition, Spalding’s suggested approximation [45] for the radial SR is shown for very large uniform impinging flows, i.e., $U_{air}/D_n$. Note this approximation has been used by the present authors for some time to represent ASR for convergent nozzles [19,26,30,36], and it is only ~ 10% lower than Rolon’s measured SRs at $H/D > 1$. However, the $2U_{air}/H$ approximation developed in [46], which is based on an assumed linear axial velocity gradient, and balanced axial momentum fluxes for cold flows from large matrix type OJBs (typically 22 mm diameter), produces a SR that is excessively large under typical operating conditions ($H/D \sim 0.45$). The present authors found the reported SRs from the matrix burner too high by a factor of ~ 1/0.42, to match (with a short extrapolation) Rolon’s measured radial SR (45 1/s) for nozzle-OJB flows. As pointed out by Rolon et. al [44], the $2U_{air}/H$ approximation only converges on the measured -1/2 axial and radial SRs well beyond $H/D > 1$, preferably $> 1.5$. In our subsequent analyses of tube-OJB data [34-36], and comparison with published n-heptane/N$_2$–air extinction data from a 22 mm matrix burner [47], we first applied the above correction factor of 1/0.42 to allow for a SR data comparison with nozzle-OJB flows. Then a further factor of 2.5 was applied to tube-OJB results for hydrocarbons, to convert them to equivalent nozzle-OJB results (see Figs. 6 and 5A).

Effect of OJB Tube Diameter in Gaseous Hydrocarbon–Air Systems

Fig. A2 summarizes the effect of OJB tube diameter on ASR at extinction for five simple gaseous HCs; and Fig. A3 shows the same ASR data plotted versus the product, $U_{air,300} D_t$, which is proportional to the Reynolds number for similar gases. Clearly, the use of unnecessarily small tubes produces ASRs that are artificially high, compared to larger tubes, and provided that extinction flows remain laminar. Although a minor crossover of the propane–ethane data occurred near 5 mm diameter in each figure, relative ASRs among the HC–air systems appear to be maintained with the larger tubes. Tube diameters of 7 mm and higher resulted in ASRs that effectively attained horizontal asymptotic extinction limits for the five HCs. Basically the same relative effects of OJB size have been found for nozzle-OJBs, as exemplified in Fig. A4 and Fig. 6, and Ref. [19]. Thus idealized Navier Stokes stream function solutions for 1-D centerline-flow boundary conditions appear reasonable for application to “asymptotic” ASR data from the larger tube (and nozzle) sizes and flows [19,36].

Fig. A4 shows FSs for N$_2$-diluted ethylene–air systems, obtained using a well-characterized 7.2 mm vertical Pyrex nozzle-OJB with 14 mm spacing. For this system, an asymptotic FS value for 100% C$_2$H$_4$ was estimated, because the FS of ethylene was so high that the fuel mass flow meter just exceeded its operational limit. Note, the same OJB system has been used extensively to characterize Dynamic Flame Weakening caused by applied sinusoidal velocity inputs of various matched amplitudes, superimposed on steady inflows, with (mostly) in-phase frequencies ranging from 8 to 1600 Hz [37-40].

Extinction of Pure and N$_2$-diluted Vaporized n-Heptane, JP-7 and JP-10 Fuels

Fig. A5 reproduces the results obtained for vaporized, and also nitrogen-diluted, n-heptane and JP-7 fuels in [34-36]. The apparatus and general procedures used are shown and described in Fig. 1c. The respective ASRs increase substantially with increasing HC mole fraction, up to ~ 75 mole %; thereafter, the ASRs attain respective asymptotic values, just like the gaseous HCs and hydrogen fuels do. The asymptotes suggest, as before, that chemical kinetic-limited ASRs
were attained, because each is unaffected by significant decreases in local nitrogen dilution and diffusion flux. Although these two fuels are of higher molecular weight and lower diffusivity than the gaseous HCs and H₂, and the assumed axial-momentum-balanced flames (with inputs of \( \rho_{\text{air}} U_{\text{air}}^2 = \rho_{\text{fuel}} U_{\text{fuel}}^2 \)) should lie closer to the stagnation point, subsequent fuel pyrolysis and combustion-with-diffusion of lower molecular weight fuel species in the airside flame should still be affected by nitrogen dilution and diffusion from the fuel side.

The solid points in Fig. A5, which agree quite closely with the present n-heptane data, represent substantial corrections (discussed above) of the experimental extinction strain rate results published by Seiser et. al [47], who used a 22 mm diameter matrix-OJB with a gap of \( H = 10 \) mm. Thus plotted extinction results in [47] were corrected to be comparable with the present ASR scale for a tube-OJB. This correction has two parts, as discussed regarding Fig. A1. First, based on Rolon’s measurements of -1/2 axial and radial SRs as a function of nozzle separation distance [44], a correction factor of 1/0.42 was applied to the Ref. [47] matrix-OJB “global SR” results of 500 1/s for 25 mole % n-heptane/N₂-air, and 400 1/s for 18 mole % n-heptane/N₂-air. The 1/0.42 factor estimates the actual radial (and -1/2 axial) SRs that existed at \( H/D_{\text{burner}} = 0.45 \), as a correction of the Ref. [46,47] “standard SR expression” for a matrix-type burner, \( 2U_{\text{air}}/H \), that assumes a linear SR profile and an axial momentum balance for cold inflows. Next, SRs from the first stage of correction, which allow comparisons with uniform velocity (plug flow) ASRs from a convergent nozzle, were divided by a factor of 2.5. This equals both the experimentally- and numerically-derived factor (discussed above regarding Fig. 6) that converts plug inflow ASRs for hydrocarbon–air systems to equivalent parabolic-inflow ASRs with the same radial strain rate in the flame core (see also [33]). As noted earlier, because the equivalent \( H/D_{\text{burner}} = 0.45 \) separation of 11.25 mm in Fig. A1 is a little smaller than Rolon’s smallest separation (15 mm), and Rolon’s flows were cold, the first part of the correction (1/0.42) is a slightly-extrapolated best approximation.

**Nitrogen-diluted Hydrogen–Air Systems**

Fig. A6 summarizes all our measured ASRs for extinction of H₂/N₂–air CFDFs using tube-OJBs, for a wide range of tube diameters and mostly horizontal orientations. Some upward-deviations of mid-range results from the two smallest OJBs (1.8 and 2.7 mm) typify the non-ideality (also seen for HCs in Fig. A2) of flames whose thickness is not small compared to tube diameter, especially at reduced Reynolds numbers. Notably these extinction-ASRs for the H₂/N₂–air system using tube-OJBs are substantially lower than ASRs for convergent nozzle-OJBs, as documented earlier [19,36] and illustrated (below) in Fig. A7.

In Fig. A7 the large and slowly changing nozzle-ASR / tube-ASR ratio varies between ~ 4.2 and 2.7, as a function of increasing H₂ mole fraction for H₂/N₂–air systems. This is due to two different effects. First, for identical mass inflows, both axial and radial SRs (and hence respective ASR ratios) were shown in recent 2-D numerical simulations [33] to be 2.5 for parabolic inflow profiles relative to plug flow profiles, regardless of whether the flows were cold and inert, or into a hot H₂–air CFDF. Second, the exceptionally high diffusion rate of H₂ causes a H₂–air flame to locate significantly far on the airside from the stagnation point, compared to a H₂–air flame.

Thus the maximum radial strain rate achieved in the H₂–air flame core is reduced somewhat, relative to what it would be (at the same ASR inflow) if the flame were closer to the stagnation point. And because the rate of diffusion of HC molecules is generally much lower than for H₂, airside HC flames locate significantly closer to the stagnation point, where radial SRs happen to be closer to being ideal for 1-D models [19]. Thus the ASR extinction ratios for all six of the present HCs are clustered near (just below) 2.5, which is in agreement with Hwang’s [33] numerically simulated values of 2.5 for both cold and hot parabolic / plug inflows.
Fig. 1a. Schematic of Oscillatory Opposed Jet Burner (OOJB) system with twin 20-cm speaker-drivers. Diode laser system is passive in this study.

Focusing Schlieren System used here to visualize flows and disk-shaped flame structure, in horizontal direction. (Details in Pellett et al., AIAA-94-2300, and also AIAA-95-3112)
Fig. 1b. Gaseous-fuel horizontal-tube OJB test schematic (not to scale). Combustion box, constructed of 0.5 in thick compacted silica fiber-board panels, has a porous metal plate on top -- typically 4 x 6 in -- is exposed and "active". Thus combustion products are actively purged by controlled nitrogen flows from two porous plug outlets at opposite corners of the box floor. The three matching sets of tube-OJ Bs are actually arrayed in a horizontal plane, not vertically as shown. Mass flows of fuel, fuel-diluent, and air are monitored as flame extinction and restoration limits are approached and achieved.

Fig. 1c. Liquid-fueled OJB test schematic (not to scale). Silica fiber combustion box, with porous plate on top, is identical to that in Fig. 1b. Vaporizer tank is ~ 0.5 L and accumulator tank is ~ 10.1 L. For each batch test (set), a known volume of liquid HC is injected into the cold, evacuated system. Then mass-flow-metered fuel diluent (either N₂ or gaseous HC) is admitted, up to a specific pressure. Finally, the system is sealed and heated to a measured (multipoint) temperature and pressure, and held there to assure mixing before it is operated in a "blow down mode," to supply the 7.5 mm tube-OJB system. For the hot vaporized-fuel experiments, air mass flows are monitored, but mass flows of fuel mixture are not monitored due to temperature limitations.
Fig. 2. Applied Stress Rate (ASR) at extinction for **Methane + Ethylene** fuel mix vs Air CFDFs; 7.56 mm tube-OJB with 1 atm, 300 K inputs.

Fig. 3. ASR at extinction for **Ethane + Ethylene** fuel mix vs Air CFDFs; 7.56 mm tube-OJB with 1 atm, 300 K inputs.
Fig. 4. ASR at extinction for **Methane + Ethane** fuel mix vs Air CFDFs; 7.56 mm tube-OJB with 1 atm, 300 K inputs.

Fig. 5. ASR at extinction for **Methane + Propylene** fuel mix vs Air CFDFs; 7.56 mm tube-OJB with 1 atm, 300 K inputs.
Fig. 6. OJB-extinction-limit "Idealized Flameholding Scale," from 7.2 mm convergent nozzle- and 7.5 mm straight-tube-OJBs, for Methane, Butane, Propane, Propylene, Ethane, and Ethylene–Air CFDFs, with 1 atm, 300 K Air inputs. Note the 2.51 linear slope is consistent with parabolic-inflow / plug-inflow SR measurements (2.5) for equivalent H$_2$/N$_2$—Air CFDFs [29,19,36], and with numerical 2-D simulations (2.5) for both identical average cold inflows [33], and for LDV and PIV measurements of axial SRs of equivalent CFDFs.
$y = -60.836 + 2.7312x \quad R = 0.99977$

Fig. 7. OJB-extinction-limit "Idealized Flameholding Scale" from convergent-nozzle- and straight-tube-OJBs, for JP-7, JP-10 and n-Heptane / N$_2$; and Methane, Butane, Propane, Propylene, Ethane, Ethylene, and Hydrogen–Air CFDFs, with 1 atm, 300 K inputs.
Fig. 8. ASR at extinction for 600 K Methane + Ethylene fuel mix vs Air CFDFs; 7.56 mm tube-OJB with 1 atm, 300 K air inputs.

Fig. 9. ASR at extinction for 600 K Methane + Ethylene + 10.8 mole % n-Heptane gaseous fuel mix vs Air CFDFs; 7.56 mm tube-OJB with 1 atm, 300 K air inputs.
Fig. 10. ASR at extinction for 600 K Methane + Ethylene + 21.3 mole % n-Heptane gaseous fuel mix vs Air CFDFs; 7.56 mm Tube-OJB with 1 atm, 300 K air inputs.

Fig. 11. ASR at extinction for 600 K n-Heptane + Ethylene gaseous fuel mix vs Air CFDFs; 7.56 mm tube-OJB with 1 atm, 300 K air inputs.
Fig. 12. ASR at extinction for 600 K n-Heptane + Methane fuel mix vs Air CFDFs; 7.56 mm tube-OJB with 1 atm, 300 K Air Inputs. Note the very small effect of heating methane for 0.1 hr or 1 hr times.
Fig. 13. Updated OJB-Extinction-Limit "Idealized Flameholding Scale" from convergent-nozzle- and straight-tube-OJBs, for JP-7, JP-10 and n-Heptane / Nitrogen; and Methane, Butane, Propane, Propylene, Ethane, Ethylene, Hydrogen–Air, and mixed HC–Air CFDFs. Note the presently defined binary surrogate fuel mixture located at $\text{ASR}_t = 160 \text{ 1/s}$. 

$y = -60.836 + 2.7312x \quad R = 0.99977$
Fig. 14. Comparison of extinction limits, from 7.5 mm tube-OJB, with unstretched Laminar Burning Velocity at phi = 1, for Methane, Ethane, Propane, Butane and Ethylene–Air flames.

Fig. 15. Comparison of extinction Limits, from 7.5 mm tube-OJB, with Un-Stretched Laminar Burning Velocity at phi = 1, for Methane, Ethane, Propane, Butane, Ethylene and H₂–Air flames.
Fig. A1. Comparison of Rolon's LDA-measured Strain Rates for variable separation of 25 mm contoured nozzles, Air vs Air [44]. For $H/D > 1$, the radial and $-1/2$ axial strain rates approximately equal $1.1 \frac{V_o}{D} (= 1.1 \frac{U_{air}}{D_n})$, which agrees with recent numerical simulations [33].

Fig. A2. Asymptotic approach of Applied Stress Rates (ASRs) at extinction vs OJB tube diameter, for various gaseous HC vs Air CFDFs with 1 atm, 300 K inputs.
Fig. A3. Asymptotic approach of ASRs at extinction vs exit-velocity * tube-diameter product (~ Re), for various gaseous HC vs Air CFDFs with 1 atm, 300 K inputs.

Fig. A4. Steady-state extinction of C$_2$H$_4$/N$_2$--Air CFDFs, using 7.2 mm vertical-Pyrex nozzle Oscillatory-OJB system.
Fig. A5. Extinction of \( n \)-Heptane/\( N_2 \)—Air and JP-7/\( N_2 \)—Air CFDF’s, using 7.50 mm tube-OJB with “batch” vaporizer system; and comparison with gap-corrected \( n \)-heptane data from Seiser et. al [47].

Fig. A6. Applied Stress Rates (ASR) for extinction of \( \text{H}_2/\text{N}_2 \)—Air CFDFs using tube-OJBs; fuel and airside edge of flame at 300 K.
Fig. A7. Summary plot of ratio of Applied Stress Rates at extinction for nozzle-OJBs / tube-OJBs, as a function of ASR for tube-OJBs, for hydrogen–air and hydrocarbon–air data.